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Dtex integrates closely with Security Incident and Event Management (SIEM) 
systems to provide actionable alerts and visibility into user threats.
The Dtex User Behavior Intelligence Platform complements SIEM systems to produce a consolidated and 
transparent view of user activity. SIEM systems consolidate a substantial volume of data from logs – which can 
result in an overwhelming number of events. By contrast, Dtex uses analytics to pinpoint the most relevant 
events. In addition, SIEM systems – while sophisticated in their capability to collect, integrate and analyze data 
from multiple disparate sources – do not necessarily have visibility into user activities on endpoint devices. 

This scenario illustrates how Dtex user behavior intelligence provides a simple and clear view of endpoint 
activity. In this case a short sequence of user activities representing high-risk behavior creates several 
thousand windows events – that can be very difficult to review and interpret. By contrast, Dtex user behavior 
intelligence produces less than 100 events.

Volume of Records
During this eight minute span:

Windows Security Event Log 
(set to verbose logging):

Dtex’s Endpoint Security Analytics:

2,506 events

Only 75 events
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Stage 1: User Preparing to Steal Data
Continuing this scenario, Dtex clearly shows the user consolidating files into a single folder:

Windows Event Viewer only shows that WinRAR.exe was run, but not the actions 
taken by the user.

Dtex also clearly shows the user compressing, encrypting, and changing the name 
of the file in question to cover their tracks.

Stage 2: User Exfiltrating the Data
Then, this user attempted to exfiltrate the data. Both Dtex and Windows Event Log files show that 
the user ran a command in Command Prompt in a blocked attempt to use WinSCP to move the 
data off-site. They also both clearly show that the user was running the Command Prompt as an 
Administrator, with elevated privileges.

Dtex: Windows Event:
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Both Dtex and Windows Event Log files show the Dropbox application running. However, Windows 
Event Log only shows the Dropbox application being executed:

Dtex, on the other hand, shows the complete user context. You can clearly see every event leading 
up to the data theft, from web activity to download to Dropbox installation:

Most importantly, Dtex shows the smoking gun. Here, you see the user copying the file to the  
Dropbox folder that syncs with the Dropbox cloud service:

While the Windows Event Log was able to log some events in this very common data exfiltration 
scenario, it didn’t provide the visibility that analysts need to understand the full scenario – and 
worse, those few relevant events were buried within thousands of logs. With Dtex, you get full user 
visibility and advanced analytics that cut through the noise, ensuring that you see the most relevant 
threats in your organization. Using the Dtex User Behavior Intelligence Platform alongside your SIEM 
solution will give you a greater level of intelligence into your organization than ever before. 
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See How Dtex Fits in Your Organization
A Dtex User Threat Assessment can show you what your SIEM is missing. During your assessment, 
Dtex’s analysts will work with you to show you how the Dtex User Behavior Intelligence Platform 

catches the risks in your organization – and will sum up your threats in one complete report. 
Contact your sales representative or info@dtexsystems.com to get started.


